New edition incorporates thumb indentations for the 14 main channels plus extra points and a dust jacket.

Since its publication in 1998 this comprehensive text has rapidly become the standard acupuncture point book for students and practitioners throughout the English-speaking world. Detailed exposition of the names, locations, indications and actions of every point, it is characterised by hundreds of beautiful and anatomically exacting illustrations (one for every point), lengthy commentaries on the points, numerous point combinations drawn from classical texts and comprehensive indexes.

Features:
> Introductory chapters on the channels & collaterals, point categories, point selection methods, point location & needling
> Illustrations & text descriptions of all primary, extraordinary, divergent, luo-connecting & sinew channels
> The points of the fourteen channels & the extra points with their English name, Chinese name & Chinese character
> The most exacting & accurate anatomical point locations yet published in any English text with practical point location notes to assist in easy location
> 500 illustrations, with a single dedicated illustration for every point
> Point actions to aid the understanding & memorisation of each point’s principal qualities
> Extensive lists of point indications taken from numerous classical & modern source texts & grouped for ease of reference
> Substantial commentaries explaining in detail the principal historical & modern applications of the point, & drawing on classical & modern texts & the extensive clinical experience of the authors
> Numerous classical prescriptions showing how the points have been used & combined through nearly two millennia of practice
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The Manual of Acupuncture by Deadman is the ULTIMATE Acupuncture Book that is a necessity for every acupuncture student and practitioner. With 670 illustrated pages, this book is worth every penny. The newest version of this book is also tabbed by channels - so it is much easier to find information. Buy this book now! If you are a TCM student, I also highly recommend the companion FLASH CARDS by Deadman. They make it easy to study acupuncture points with a location/illustration on one side of the card and actions/indications on the other. Dr. Julie Gorman (posted on Amazon). How very much easier it would have been studying Chinese medicine twenty years ago had I had access to texts of the calibre of A Manual of Acupuncture. A Manual of Acupuncture is the primary acupuncture point resource used in colleges and universities throughout the world. Originally a textbook, it is now also available as an Online Edition and mobile phone app (digital membership allows access to both*). A Manual of Acupuncture is designed to help students and practitioners with every aspect of their study and practice. Digital Membership. A Manual of Acupuncture digital subscriptions represent the ultimate learning resource for students and practitioners alike. Full Pro membership includes access to: The entire unabridged text of A Manual of Acupuncture (including the crucial and detailed point commentaries). Location videos for all the points, animations of the primary channel pathways, and surface anatomy videos.